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Station 12005+00 to 12102+69.....Activities since last SWPPP report. The rest of this area inspected today was released for
forward progress by the Va DEQ on Friday, 7/20. The grade crew started cutting ROW at access road MVP-MN-270, station
12071+80 and made it to station 12092+00 on Saturday. No progress has been made since Saturday due to multiple rain events.
The open cut at stream S-G36 was completed and flow restored to the stream on Friday afternoon, 7/20. Another pump around
will need to be performed at stream S-G36 as the post-construction contours of the stream bed do not match pre-construction
contours. Another tie in crew open cut the ephemeral stream S-G38 on Friday also. The construction was completed late at night
and stabilization of the stream banks was completed on Saturday, 7/21. No work has been completed on the ROW since Saturday
with heavy equipment due to continuing rain. Sunday morning, a post-rain event inspection revealed streams S-G40 and S-MM15
had been impacted by sediment. Environmental crews have been working on cleaning sediment out of both streams. They have
also been performing maintenance on ECDs and installing extra measures to prevent further sedimentation until conditions allow
heavy equipment to be used on the ROW again to make the proper repairs needed at bridges.

Sediment has been cleaned out of streams and additional ECDs have been installed around water bodies while this spell of rain
continues.



37.22601274, -80.25957059

37.2584098996942, -80.2875560336563

37.2583795991142, -80.2872131299975

37.22601274, -80.25957059

37.2583868913699, -80.2875318937751

37.22601274, -80.25957059
Sumps need maintenance between station
12056+00, ~MP 228.2, and AR 270. See
photo for location.

The bridge @ S-G40 was wrapped with
geotech until equipment can be used to
reinstall geotech. See photo for location.

Station 12050+75, ~MP 228.0~: waterbar
failed where travel lane not properly restored.
See photo for location.

Stream S-G38 was open cut on Friday, 7/20,
restored and stabilized by Saturday, 7/21. See
photo for location.

Stream S-G36 needs to be reshaped as
post-construction contours do not match
pre-construction. See photo for location.

Station 12052+75: waterbar not restored
properly in travel lane. See photo for location.
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